Episode Five:
Unlocking the Security of Security
Keeping your students and campus safe is a top priority. That’s a given. And it’s why you look to
physical security solutions like wireless locks and video surveillance. But something often overlooked
in this scenario is the security and safety of these new physical security devices.

Security of Security
The concept of “security of security” is
something Terry Schulenburg takes very
seriously. He’s the business development
manager for education for Genetec, a
security software provider.
“You have bored students on campus that
are wondering, ‘Can I get into that camera?
I wonder if I can get into that lock. I wonder
if I can get into that device over there
that’s controlling the temperature of the
room.’ And they’re finding ways in because
these devices are all hanging on the same
network,” says Schulenburg.
A good approach when starting a new
installation is to segment the physical
security network from the campus
operations side. While this isn’t always
practical, it’s seen as a best practice by
people like Paul Boucherle, founder of
Matterhorn Consulting.
“There are physical and network
programming methods to separate these
networks that are pretty straightforward,”

says Boucherle. “The most important part
is planning the network pathing. And this
is a step that IT — as well as the facilities
department — has to be deeply involved
with to really map out where the
networks are and where the systems are
within the campus so that we can
segment them realistically.”
If unable to create a separate network for
physical security, then it’s critical to use
adequate encryption between all devices.
“For the Genetec side of things, we hold
private keys for all our devices,” says
Terry Schulenburg. “And we can connect
these devices using these private keys.
We don’t have to worry about it.
Because we encrypt it between the
device and our server, and then we store it
in the cloud, it’s encrypted again. We store
and save that information so that at no
point is this data standard, real-text
data that people can go through and
start reading.”

It’s crucial to do
your due diligence
when researching
security products.
It’s crucial to do your due diligence when
researching security products. Get a
good understanding of a manufacturer’s
resistance to cyber security attacks. What
measures and tools are they using? What’s
their philosophy towards cyber security?
Paul Boucherle summarizes, “If I’m an
IT guy at a college, I want to check the
manufacturers we’re going to specify
and see where they really are with
cyber security exposure. In the past, the
manufacturers have been kind of tone
deaf to cyber security — although they’re
waking up and have been over the last
year or two.”

Mistakes Campuses Make
Even with manufacturers doing their part to
address cyber security issues, it’s not always
enough. Many schools are not using the
technology correctly.
Terry Schulenburg sees this often: “I recently
visited a campus with 400 video cameras
where all of the video was unencrypted.
I showed them when I was on campus
how quickly I could take over the camera.
I hacked into their camera and showed
them: I can go in and take over their camera
right now. I was pulling information right
off the internet, showing them how I was
able to break into their cameras and take
them over. These cameras then can be
used as bot attacks. They can be used for all
kinds of things. I can go in and put my own

static picture in there so that they think that
they’re looking at a live image when they’re
really not.”
The campus did not change the admin
password that comes standard with
the devices— an all too common issue.
Schulenburg notes that if they do change
the password, the passwords tend to have a
consistent theme.
“Again, the information is still unencrypted
from the camera. What happens is you have
students who are on campus — these are
bright students. They’re taking computer
sciences as their degree. They’re looking for
opportunities to try out some of the stuff
they’re learning,” says Schulenburg.

With the rise of the Internet of Things,
significantly more devices will be hanging
on your network in the coming years. With
every new device added — attempting to
make your facilities more secure — you
quickly find that you also open your campus
up to more potential network break-ins.

Mistakes Campuses Make continued
“You need to be aware
that anytime you buy
something, it does
not come secure.
It’s something you
physically have to do.”
In this way, Terry Schulenburg sees the
security of security as more of an awareness
campaign: “Just to let people know that,
especially as you grow, you need to be aware
that anytime you buy something, it does not

come secure. It’s something you physically
have to do.”
Scrutinizing the technology you buy is crucial.
You will minimize potential security risks
down the road and also help push along the
purchasing process. Danny Anthes, senior
manager of IT for Auxiliary Enterprises at
George Mason University, offers this advice:
“Any new device goes through a vetting
process where IT security is involved before
we put anything on the network. We fully
understand what we’re putting on the
network, and how it is going to be supported.
We diagram it all out before we even put it on

the network. It’s a process, but at the end of it
— before the product is installed — everyone
understands what’s coming. We understand
how it’s going to talk and how it’s going to
interact with devices. You’re getting the
buy-in at the decision point. Not at the
‘Oh, it’s here. Sorry.’ moment.”
So security of security is being able to answer
these questions:
• How do you protect the devices on your
network, without needing to build a
separate network?
• And how do you protect the data moving
between those devices?

How to Unify Siloed Systems
It’s one thing to understanding how security
devices work and communicate data within
a campus environment. It’s another to
navigate the uniquely siloed nature of
campus departments.
For Paul Boucherle, this is one of the greatest
challenges of working on a security project
— especially in large colleges and universities.
“Unlike in the corporate world where we
have an IT manager that manages everything
that goes on, that’s not necessarily true in the
world of universities and colleges.
“You can have all of these small fiefdoms
that are school dependent and report to
the individual in charge of that school within
their budget. Now, the big challenge here is
they may come up with an idea or a thought
they want to implement within their college.
But it may not fit the bigger scheme of their
entire university. And that is where the real
challenge is. If you’re not paying attention
and communicating with the other IT
people on your campus, you can have
some real problems.”
The common way that colleges and
universities handle their disparate and siloed
systems is through integration. There are
varying types of integration from the passing
of text files to using a full-blown automated
data management platform.
But one place where integration can fail
is when a campus faces an emergency.

Terry Schulenburg tells of a school in
one such situation:
I visited a school that had a fire in their library.
This school had a typically “integrated” system,
and Security is first to get an alert that a fire
alarm is going off. I log into my alarm system
to find out where the alarm is being pulled.
It’s the second floor of the library. Great. Now
I log into my video system because I want to
see if there’s actually a fire. Is there something
that we need to respond to? I log into my video
system. Now I have to find my cameras on the
second floor of the library to find out what’s
going on. I find those cameras, and I find out
there’s actually a fire. At that point, I get on the
phone, call 9-1-1 and say, “Hey, there’s a fire in
my library, second floor, please get over here.”
From that moment, then I have to go to
my access control system, log on, find the
appropriate doors to open in the library to
let the first responders in to put the fire out. I
had a school go through this exact process—it
took them 20 minutes to go through it. They
lost everything on the second floor of that
library - and some of the things on the third
floor, because it took so long to go through
that process.
It’s multiple logins, it’s multiple systems, and
it’s an emergency situation so the adrenaline
gets moving. All of these things, it takes
them longer to log in… “aghh I forgot my
password, which one am I using, which
system am I on?”

This example is how campuses commonly
employ integrated systems, where humans
do most of the integration — especially in
siloed systems.
To prevent dangerous and costly situations
like the library fire, schools are looking to go
beyond integration and unify their systems.
This is a concept Schulenburg likes to call
a “single pane of glass”, which brings all of
the data from various systems onto a
single screen.
“So the alarm on the second floor of the
library gets kicked off, immediately my screen
lights up with the cameras from the library
on the second floor,” Schulenburg describes.
“I’m looking at the second-floor library within
seconds of the alarm going off. At the same
time, along the right-hand column, I have my
doors that are all associated with that. I can
click, click, click, open those doors. And I can
notify the emergency personnel and get the
firefighters out there.”
This type of integration goes beyond the
typical interfacing of various data sources into
something called unification.
“Unification is bringing all that data… the
alarm data, the camera data, the door data,
everything into one place so that I can kick
things off and get all of the information I
need without having to go search for it,” says
Schulenburg.

Getting the Political Animal Working Together
The key to a successful large-scale
security installation — that is itself
secure — is to get the IT and physical
security departments to work together.
Paul Boucherle refers to this as “getting
the political animal working together”.

“The number
one thing that
causes most of
the trouble is
just the idea
of change.”
Boucherle goes on, “The politics within
a university or college is something
to behold. If you think our political
process is messy, they make us look
like kindergartners. They’re extremely
territorial in their budgets and their
influence, always vying. So it’s very
difficult sometimes to get them all
on the same page to even have a
reasonable conversation. They’re
very protective of their budgets,
and therefore the budgets are very
segmented. So the locksmith has

their budget. The provost marshal for
security has their budget. IT has theirs.
And very often they don’t understand
what a better solution would do to
optimize all of those budgets.
“They hold them pretty close to their
chest. They don’t want to share and
don’t want to talk about it. Because it’s
change — and the number one thing
that causes most of the trouble is just
the idea of change.”
At George Mason University, Danny
Anthes was well aware of what was
needed to get all departments on the
same page and make a convincing
argument to the idea of change. He
played a large role in a multi-year
upgrade of the school’s existing
credential technology and locking
system. One way Anthes achieved
buy-in was being sure to include all
the people that should be included.
“I included the Physical Security
office; I included the IT Security
office; I included our vice president
in Auxiliaries. Chief of Police, anyone I
could get in to sort of sell the security
of the card — whether from a logical
standpoint or a physical standpoint. I
wanted to make sure I included them
and got their buy-in. The more voices
that you have saying we need to do
this, the more likely you are to get
that funding.”
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Paul Boucherle agrees: “Campus
departments really need to build
bridges, communication bridges.

“The more voices
that you have
saying, “hey, we
need to do this”,
the more likely
you are to get
that funding.”
Typically, when I’m involved on a
project, I’ll build some consensus and
facilitate discussions between these
departments. And those first meetings
are always really interesting because
they don’t really know each other —
and they may not necessarily like each
other. But what I found is if you take a
bigger goal - the security of the campus
which affects our students - then the
small chatter and past grievances and
turf war stuff starts to dissipate when
we start talking about this bigger
subject matter.”

